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Internationally peer reviewed articles and international book chapters (selected)

Lawrence, R., (forthcoming) "Internal colonisation and indigenous resource sovereignty: wind power developments on traditional Saami lands” Environment and Planning D: Society and Space.


Nationally peer reviewed articles


Monographs
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**Government evaluation reports**


**Popular science articles (selected)**


**Academic presentations (selected)**

January 2014, “Mining in Sweden” for the Centre for Social Responsibility in Mining, University of Queensland, Australia.


June, 2006, ‘Saami claims and supply chains: tracing the political through the Finnish forestry industry’ at *A view from the Antipodes*, Australia/New Zealand regional IGU conference, QTU, Brisbane, Australia.


**Stakeholder presentations/workshops (selected)**

January, 2014, “From defensive to offensive communication with developers and decision makers” Workshop for Saami Youth in co-operation with International Center for Reindeer Husbandry, Umeå, Sweden.
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